
Materials checklist Camp Box - Escape Room 5/8/18

# Item
Approx 

Cost Description
Low cost 

version Lower cost version / alternative Comments
1 one X 3 digit locks $4.00 programmable 3 digit lock $8.00 Amazon or Ikea is good option

If heat pack puzzle is not used (budget version) 
- then two 3 digits locks are needed and only 
two 4 digits locks

2 three X 4 digit locks $15.00 programmable 4 digit lock $10.00

Amazon or hardware store - Recommended:  Anvil 
TSA Luggage Locks - 4 Digit Combination Steel 
Padlocks

3 colored 4 digit lock $12.99 programmable colored 4 digit lock (or alternative) $5.00 use standard lock and mark with colors
Amazon - Bosvision 2.5 inches width 4-digit Resettable 
Combination Padlock with 5/16" Shackle

4 small key lock $3.00 standard small key lock $3.00 hardware store or online
5 standard envelope $0.10 standard plain white envelope - for note from friend

 6 notepad & pen $0.50 plain paper, notepad for notes scrap paper

7
medium plastic container / 
tote $7.00

container or box with lid to be used as the camp box - 
includes all items in the mobile escape room - 16”x12”x6” $5.00 use one from home Walmart or Target

8 YW camp manual (old) LDS YW camp manual - 2002 version use from home, download pdf
9 YW camp manual (new) LDS YW camp manual - 2018 version use from home, download pdf

10 small plastic container $3.00
plastic container - hinged or lid - does not need to locked - 
about 9”x5”x5” $1.00

find a box / container at home - could be a bag 
as well Walmart or Target

11 3 - medium canvas bags $6.72 set of 3 canvas bags with zippers $5.00 find a lockable bag or box at home
Amazon - CLC 1100 3 Pack Multi-Purpose Clip-on 
Zippered Poly Bags 

12 2 - large canvas bags $9.97 2 canvas bags $8.00 find a lockable bag or box at home
Amazon - Outdoor Products Ultimate Dry Sack, Three-
Pack

14 note card or paper For note from friend with the pictures
15 print photos $6.00 print 18 photos (14 + 4) $6.00 use home printer
16 magnify glass $5.00 simple regular magnify glass w/ handle use one from home walmart
17 lint and small sticks for fire starting kit  (there are no fires as part of game!) find at home / yard
18 band-aid box small empty band-aid box use from home
19 scissors $2.00 scissors strong enough to cut paper folded 5 times use from home
20 chapstick or sunblock stick $1.50 standard ointment stick with twist bottom - such as EOS use from home
21 wood dowel $1.50 3/4" or 3/8" dowel optional - don't use
22 travel toothbrush $1.00 standard travel brush with cover Optional: can use a simple key chain

23 Hot to Go Heat Pack $3.00 Heat pad activated with a metal disc.
Optional: you can go without this puzzle in the 
Camp Box

Hot to Go Reusable Heat Packs - Buy 4 Get 4 Free!  8 
packs for $21.49

24 plastic name tag for name tag on lanyard find one at home or go without

25 thermochromic paint $36.95

The best paint I could find is Atlanta Chemical Engineering 
- Temperature Activated Color Changing Thermochromic 
Paint (2 oz, BLACK changing to PINK 99F/37C) = more 
than enough paint to do multiple rooms - probably a 100 
name tags

Optional: you can go without this puzzle in the 
Camp Box

Amazon - Atlanta Chemical Engineering - Temperature 
Activated Color Changing Thermochromic Paint (2 oz, 
BLACK changing to PINK 99F/37C)

26 lanyard $2.00 standard lanyard with plastic tag find one at home or office Walmart
27 small fabric pieces $4.00 4 different fabric types find at home or grandma's fabric stash

28 snake in a can - prank $7.49 3 snakes in a can - only need one
use a cheaper plastic snake or use the picture of 
a snake w/ hint

Amazon - Loftus Three Snakes in a Can - King Deluxe 
Mixed Nuts Prank

29 paper fasteners $2.00 only need one fastener - but have to buy 200 find at home
30 small velcro dots $6.00 purchase small velcro dots $6.00 fabric store, craft store

31 colored ribbon $6.00
3/8" colored ribbon - blue, red, yellow, green - only need 
20" length find at home or grandma's fabric stash fabric store

32 small metal jump ring $2.00 1/2" (12mm) diameter metal circle $2.00 fabric store



33 plastic hat loom $5.00
6 1/2" diameter plastic loom with 24 pegs (listed as 14cm 
loom) $5.00 find at home or grandma's

Amazon - Estone 14cm Classical Round Circle Hat 
Knitter - Knit Loom Kit

34 paracord $2.74
46" in length - grey or black or white - do not use red, blue, 
green or yellow can use string or yarn - use from home craft store or sport store

35 button making supplies $1.00

If access to a button making machine, use minimal 
supplies. create homemade buttons with pins and 
cardstock. create with cardstock and laminate

36 button bar pins $2.00 used to make homemade buttons if no machine is avail $2.00 Walmart
37 sticky Velcro strip $8.00 use velcro strips for the Hiking puzzle $8.00 fabric store
38 dry erase marker $1.00 used by players to write on laminated puzzles $1.00
39 2 manila folders $0.30 use from home
40 UNO card deck $5.00 used or new UNO cards - new version use used set from home

$174 <== approximate total $75 <== approximate low-cost version total

Materials to construct  

41 zip ties
two sizes - thin small and thick version - used to create 
loops to attach locks zip ties are your friend hardware store

42 cardstock use to construct multiple items use from home
43 paper use for labels and other items
44 scotch clear tape use for multiple items
45 liquid glue for UNO cards and photos Scotch Scrapbooker's glue
46 small black marker for writing on items / fabric
47 post-it note
48 craft glue
49 laminate sheets
50 timer $2.00 use cell phone or food timer Dollar Store

Tools needed
51 exacto-knife
52 scissors
53 electric drill cordless drill is better - with drill bits
54 jig saw or band saw to cut small dowel
55 button making machine optional - can cut out circles for homemade buttons


